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Short Biography

Born in Genoa (IT).
After the degree in humanistic studies, she met the set designer Emanuele Luzzati 
and became his assistant and set designer painter, learning the profession directly 

in the scenography lab.
The collaboration lasted 12 years, even for projects outside the Theater, such as, for 

example, the ceiling of the Jewish Library in Rome.
She finally decided to devote himself exclusively to sculpture, which she uses to 
investigate the emotions, the interiority of the human being, the relationship be-

tween our soul and that of the world around us, she thinks inextricably linked.
Her mediums are always fragile and transparent materials, like paper, water, vegeta-
bles, fabrics, wax. The goal: to make visible the invisible, the wonder, the passage of 

the limit between substance and spirit.



“All things transitory
Are only symbols;

What is insufficient,
Here becomes an event;

The indescribable
Here is accomplished;
The eternal feminine

Pulls us upwards.”

Goethe: Faust II, Vers 12104 ff. / Chorus mysticus – Closing verses to Faust II

The theme treated in the works of the artists Isabel Consigliere is her solo show SUB-
TILIA – winner of the Special Prize Luisa Catucci Gallery of the Arteam Cup Competi-

tion – is undoubtedly the subtle, and perhaps sometimes unconscious, representation 
of the feminine.

The eternal feminine, that favor Dei that every woman possesses within herself,  inher-
ently, and that is not to be confused with the femininity, ensemble of the physical, 

psychological and behavioural characteristics judged by a specific culture to be ide-
ally associated with the idea of women, in distinction from men. Looking at the works 

of Consigliere, one feels  embraced by the intimate secret of the eternal feminine, 
which, as Rudolf Steiner said about the Goethe’s verses introducing this text: “here he 

means the female sex. He refers to that profundity signifying the human soul as re-
lated to the mystery of the world (…) It has nothing to do with something feminine in 
the ordinary sense. Therefore can we truly seek this ever-womanly in man and woman: 

the ever-womanly which aspires to the union with the ever-manly in the cosmos, to 
become one with the Divine-Spiritual that inter-penetrates and permeates the world 

towards which Faust strives.”
The sculptures made with dandelion seeds were conceived as pieces  about the pro-
tection of the intrinsic and profound, essential nature of being. Where the dandelion 

seed represents a protective shell, soft and warm, but at the same time immensely 
fragile, that embraces us to cradle the delicacy of our soul. It is something we need, 
fundamental and powerful, but at the same time it is quickly corruptible if we do not 

become aware of it.



PER LA SOPRAVVIVENZA

 In the series “Per la Sopravvivenza” (“For Survival”)symbolic objects related to 
childhood and covered with dandelion seeds, represent what we actually are, 

our deepest and most precious self, which deserves preservation and protection. 
Protection of the Essential Nature of the natural world. 



“Per la sopravvivenza n° 8” 2014



“Per la sopravvivenza n° 11”(detail) 2014



REQUIEM

Protection of the Essential Nature of the natural world, in the Requiem series 
where a centenarian Elm and an Hawthorn cut down by an ignorant hand 

are transfigured into their crystal coffin by a blanket of dandelion seeds.



“Requiem per un Olmo” 2017



“Requiem per un Biancospino” 2017



EX SEMINE

Protection of the Vital Essence itself, in Consigliere’ s most 
recent series with dandelion seeds: Ex Semine. This allego-
ry manifests itself through the use of the egg shape, in the 
sense of Cosmic Egg, one of the oldest representations of 
vital energy, harmony, knowledge and balance, used over 
the centuries by mystics, scientists and artists. The ecologi-
cal balance, beyond  spiritual and metaphysical, is neces-
sary for the correct evolution of the individual as well as 

of the society, and its attainment is the intrinsic wish in all 
three series of works with dandelions by Isabel Consigliere. 
Furthermore, the almost total absence of color transports 

the works to a universal dimension close to the oneiric 
world of the unconscious, where the communication is 
more subtle and the language is assonance and affinity.



“Ex Semina (Apis Mellifera)” 2017



“Ex Semine (Prunus Amygdalus)” 2017

“Ex Semine (Juglans Regia) detail” 2017



PHYSIS

To pre-Socratic Greek philosophers, Physis meant nature, under-
stood as first and fundamental essence, principle and cause of 

all things. Consigliere interprets it also as our inner self, the most 
recondite and delicate part of our being. The term is enriched 

by various meanings in the philosophical and scientific terminol-
ogy, intended as the force of nature and the ordering divinity 

of the Kosmos, but is nevertheless perceived as a feminine ele-
ment. Taking up the Christian iconography of reliquary, Physis by 
Consigliere presents itself in the form of petals and flowers that 
flow from slots in anatomical sections made of beeswax, to re-

mind us that behind the violence, the noise, the superficiality to 
which every day we adapt, flows in us an original soul, pure and 
powerful. A tribute to that part of us that makes us able to feel, 

create, understand and empathise.



“Physis I (detail)” 2018



“Physis I -III(detail)” 2018



Isabel Consigliere’s artworks presented at Luisa Catucci Gallery for the her solo show Subtilia and the 
group show Imperceptible echoes, 2018



“Subtilia - Isabel Consigliere’s solo show” 2018
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At the Luisa Catucci Gallery, we believe in the power of inspiring art 
and culture. 

Humanity’s emancipation and evolution, since the beginning of time, 
is reached by feeding the soul and brain with stimulating nourishment, 
in order to open more doors hidden in our brains,  to become better 
beings, better societies and thus a better planet.  Art is an outstanding 
power food. We truly value its fundamental role of instigator for reflec-

tions and feelings out of the ordinary.

Based in Berlin, in the newly trend neighbourhood of Schillerkiez 
Neukölln, just a few meters away from the unique park of Tempelhofer 
Feld, Luisa Catucci Gallery, is more then just  a conventional art gallery; 
it places itself as one of the fundamental elements of the area’s cultural 

turmoil.
The gallery’s program focuses mainly on art exhibitions, inspired by 
ecological, social and existential matters, through a variety of media, 
including photography, video, painting, sculpture and printmaking.
Beside the exhibitions, Catucci organises regularly multidimensional 

events, in order to bind art with talks, culture and enjoyment, support-
ing the vibrant spirit of the town and the area.


